populist nationalism. Colasacco focuses in particular on the question of how the U.S. President and his presidential campaign can be understood in relation to scholarship on fascism, especially those works which refer to the "sacralization" of politics, myth-making, and civic religion. Ultimately, Colasacco suggests, "Trumpism" shares some interesting cultural territory with "palingenetic ultranationalism. " Of course, whether or to what extent movements of the right are indeed radical as understood in this journal, or whether they are fundamentally conservative, remains to be seen.
Our third article, "A Transnational Embrace: Issei Radicalism in 1920s New York" by Daniel Inouye, continues the theme of North American radicalisms, this time looking at Japanese radicalism in 1920s New York. Like the first two articles, this one also raises questions of what constitutes radicalism or reformism, and what is an amalgam of the two. This is a relatively understudied chapter in American radicalism, and Inouye provides a clear survey of it.
Our fourth article, "Student Mobilizations in Canada and the United States: Resistance to the Neoliberalization of Higher Education, " is also on radicalism in North America, in this case student mobilizations in higher education. In it, Victoria Carty discusses recent student protest movements and the extent to which they can be considered reformist or radical, interpreting them with an eye to cultural theories of social movements as well as the role of digital media.
Our final article is Timo Schrader's "Education as a Human Right: The Real Great Society and a Pedagogy of Activism, " on the "Real Great Society, " a Puerto Rican radical group in New York City in the changing national and international contexts of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. Schrader pays particular attention to the contexts of theoretical and practical texts on radicalism from the left during this period, especially the works of figures like Paolo Freire and Paul Goodman.
The issue concludes with a series of book reviews that I think you will find of considerable variety and interest, looking at recent books on twentiethcentury public intellectuals and radicalism; German anarchism and the early twentieth-century Green movement; a recent book on "radicals, revolutionaries, and terrorists"; a historical approach to the comparative study of revolutions and revolutionaries; and the gendering of radicalism in twentieth-century communist movements. If you want to stay up on literature in this area, JSR is a good place to come visit on a regular basis.
